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Good morning everyone.

I will start with the highlights of the results.

The strategy we have been implementing in the past few years has transformed 
BOQ into a resilient, multi-channel business that is geographically diverse. 

It is therefore pleasing to report that this evolution of BOQ has continued 
throughout this financial year. 

In FY18, we delivered a good underlying result in what has been a significantly 
difficult operating environment.

We have achieved consistent lending growth in our commercial niche segments.

Asset quality across our loan portfolio has improved further and remains a key 
strength.

Our strong capital position provides us with options to invest in the future and 
enhance shareholder returns for the long term.  
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Looking at the key elements of the result. 

Cash earnings after tax decreased two per cent over the year to 372 million 
dollars.  Excluding the 16 million dollar one-off profit on disposal of a vendor 
finance entity, which occurred in FY17, cash earnings increased three percent.

While earnings per share decreased three per cent on a headline basis, it did 
increase one per cent on an adjusted basis.

Return on equity decreased 50 basis points to 9.9 per cent, or 10 basis points on 
an adjusted view.

The ordinary dividend has been maintained at 38 cents per share, bringing the full 
year dividend to 76 cents per share.
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Turning to the drivers of the result.

We achieved lending growth of 1.5 billion dollars. This was close to 800 million 
dollars more than in 2017.  

We also delivered a five basis point improvement in net interest margin to 1.98 per 
cent.

Our cost to income ratio was 47.5 per cent, an increase of 20 basis points from the 
underlying level of 2017. 

Loan impairment expense reduced seven million dollars to 41 million dollars, or 
just 9 basis points of total loans.
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There has been a significant shift in our business mix. 

Our strategy to diversify our channels has delivered material benefits.

Noticeable improvements in the business mix, channel and geography, positions 
BOQ to be more resilient over the long term.

Loans originated through Virgin Money Australia and BOQ Specialist now account 
for 20 per cent of the loan portfolio.  Since acquiring these businesses, both have 
delivered consistent organic growth which we expect will continue into the future.

BOQ Business increased cash earnings by 10 per cent this year with revenue 
growth of five per cent. It now contributes close to 60 per cent of the Group’s cash 
earnings. Since FY14, it has delivered an average uplift in lending balances of six 
per cent per year.

In addition, we have made good progress in digitising our back office as well as 
our systems and operations.

This evolution is continuing, particularly in the technology space.  
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While the business continues to grow, we have maintained focus on delivering 
results.  

There is no doubt that 2018 has been a tough year for banking sector.  Public 
scrutiny and regulatory change, slowing credit growth and changing customer 
expectations have all had an impact.

Despite this, we have delivered underlying revenue growth of two per cent.  This 
result was supported by a five basis point improvement in net interest margin.

Lending growth was almost fully funded by customer deposits. There was also an 
improvement in the funding mix.

Expense growth was prudently managed at three per cent with core expense 
growth of just one percent. This was achieved while still investing in the business.
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The performance of our commercial niche business segments has been a stand-
out again.

We achieved lending growth of 623 million dollars across these segments which 
include the health sector, retirement living, hospitality and agribusiness.

In the housing loan portfolio, Virgin Money Australia and BOQ Specialist continued 
to deliver strong levels of growth. These businesses contributed to 653 million 
dollars of total housing loan growth.

BOQ Finance had a particularly strong year with growth of 250 million dollars. The 
prospects for this business remain strong. In the new financial year we established 
a new partnership with Harley-Davidson to provide finance through their 46 
Australian dealerships. This demonstrates our capability in delivering finance 
solutions to iconic global brands.

The loan book in the branch network contracted. This is in line with the expansion 
of our channels and corresponds with a 27 per cent reduction in branch numbers 
from FY14 to FY18.

Despite this, we have seen an increase in deposit balances, with deposits per 
branch increasing 43 per cent over that period.  This shows the important role that 
our branches continue to play in our distribution footprint and the overall funding of 
the group.
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The improvement in our asset quality metrics is very pleasing.  

Impaired assets and loan impairment expense both reduced 15 per cent from 
FY17.  Our bad debt expense was just eight basis points of total loans in the 
second half.  Arrears levels remain low and steady, comparing favourably with 
peers.

These metrics are the direct result of the very deliberate approach we have taken 
to risk management.  We have a clear risk appetite with responsible and robust 
lending practices.  

As I have said in the past, we have also benefitted from validating 100 per cent of 
home loan applications.
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Our capital position remains strong with a common equity tier one ratio of 9.31 per 
cent.  

Customer expectations are rapidly changing when it comes to digital experience.  
We have therefore decided to take advantage of our strong positon and invest for 
the future.

We plan to increase capital expenditure in FY19 to focus the business for future 
success.

This will involve utilisation of seven basis points of additional CET1 to enhance our 
digital banking platforms and improve customer experience.

I will talk more about this in the outlook.

For now I will hand over to Matt to discuss the financials in more detail.
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Thanks Jon.  I’ll begin with the group profit and loss on slide 12. We’ve shown the 
headline numbers here as well as an adjusted view.  As Jon mentioned earlier, we 
had a 16 million dollar profit on disposal of a vendor finance entity in FY17.  The 
adjusted view excludes this, due to its one-off nature.

Our cash earnings after tax increased three per cent on an adjusted basis to 372 
million dollars. 

Growth in lending assets and an improvement in margin helped drive net interest 
income growth of four per cent.

Expense growth was tightly contained at three per cent which meant underlying 
profit growth was two per cent on an adjusted basis.

Loan impairment expense reduced 15 per cent.
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Turning to the half on half performance on slide 13.

There was good momentum evident in the second half relative to the first, although 
this is partially driven by a higher day count.

Net interest income grew three per cent, expense growth was kept to just one per 
cent and we saw a 14 per cent improvement in loan impairment expense.  

All of this resulted in a four per cent increase in second half cash earnings.
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In the first half we began reporting on segment performance, which reflects the 
way we manage the business day to day.

To recap, Retail Banking includes housing loans and deposits originated through 
the branch network, direct channels, Virgin Money Australia and our mortgage 
broker channel. For clarity, it excludes home loans originated by BOQ Specialist 
and also excludes SME loans originated through branches.

These sit with BOQ Business which also comprises our BOQ branded commercial 
loans as well as BOQ Specialist and BOQ Finance.

BOQ Business saw strong earnings growth of 10 per cent on an adjusted basis, 
driven by above-system lending growth and lower impairment expense.

In the Retail Bank, cash earnings were flat year on year with margin improvement 
and good expense management offset by slightly higher impairments.
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Moving to the loan portfolio on slide 15, we delivered total loan growth of three per 
cent for the year.  This represented a year on year improvement of 797 million 
dollars.

This was made up of strong growth in commercial lending at 1.2 times system, 
driven by niche segments. BOQ Finance also made a strong contribution with 
growth of 250 million dollars.  Housing loan growth of 653 million dollars was 
driven by Virgin Money Australia and BOQ Specialist.

This growth has been achieved while maintaining discipline around credit 
standards and further diversifying the portfolio by geography and line of business.

Our Queensland exposure has reduced from 60 per cent in 2012 to 44 per cent in 
2018, and our channels of origination have also been diversified, with the broker 
channel delivering 30 per cent of home loan settlements.
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Looking at loan growth by segment, on slide 16 you can see the breakdown by 
channel within each division.

In the Retail Bank, Virgin Money Australia has continued momentum with 932 
million dollars of housing loan growth in FY18 compared to 690 million dollars in 
FY17.

There was a 606 million dollar improvement in BOQ housing loan performance, 
although the portfolio contracted as the impacts of lower branch numbers and 
more stringent credit practices relative to peers continued to be felt.  

In BOQ Business, there was solid, above system growth across all channels, 
demonstrating the value of our relationship-based service offering to business 
customers.  BOQ Specialist’s mortgage business saw continued strong growth, as 
did commercial lending to our niches of retirement living, hospitality and 
agribusiness.  In total, these niches delivered 623 million dollars of commercial 
lending growth during the year.  

BOQ Finance delivered continued year on year and half on half growth through 
structured programs in its target vendor and equipment finance customer 
segments.
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Moving to our funding mix on slide 17, there has been four per cent growth in 
customer deposits with our deposit to loan ratio at 69 per cent.

This was driven primarily through our branch network, where our branches have 
become more focused on growing relationship based at-call savings balances.  
This means we have been less reliant on term deposits.  

We also took opportunities to tap wholesale markets when pricing was tight earlier 
in the year, which set us up nicely for the second half.
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This improved funding mix helped to support our net interest margin in the second 
half, with an increase of one basis point to 1.98 per cent.  This represented a five 
basis point improvement in NIM year on year.

We made a change to the weighted average life of our housing loans based on 
behaviour we have been observing in the portfolio over time. Due to the 
accounting treatment of deferred acquisition cost, this change increased net 
interest income and resulted in a two basis point NIM benefit in the half.  This is 
evident through the third party cost element in the chart.  If this did not occur, our 
NIM would have contracted one basis point in the half.

Stepping through the other moving parts here on slide 18, the second half has 
played out slightly better than we expected.

The front to back book pricing dynamic is having an ongoing impact, with a drag of 
five basis points in the half.  If anything, with the current pricing behaviour in the 
market we are seeing the gap between the front and back book widen as the 
demand for new lending slows.

We also benefitted from some of the portfolio repricing activity during the half 
which provided two basis points support for NIM. 

This helped to offset the impact resulting from the spike in bank bills relative to the 
cash rate.  Elevated basis and hedging costs impacted our margin by two basis 
points in the half.  

On a positive note, and as I touched on in the previous slide, we took a number of 
steps to improve our funding mix which benefitted our NIM by four basis points in 
the half.  This included reducing carded term deposit rates and utilising analytics 
and negotiated pricing to improve spreads in the TD book.  We also saw good 
growth in savings accounts and took opportunities in the wholesale market when 
they arose.

The outlook for net interest margin is always difficult to forecast.  I will take you 
through the moving parts as we see them. 
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Absent a change in the market, the front to back book pricing dynamic is ongoing, 
and we would expect a headwind of around five basis points per half on this 
aspect.

The last round of BOQ’s mortgage repricing took effect in July, and we would 
expect a benefit of around three basis points to flow through in the first half of 
FY19.

The cash to bills spread does appear to be structural, and if this is correct, it will 
remain a headwind in the period ahead.  We have managed to hedge our 
exposure out to the new calendar year, but at elevated levels.

Capital and low cost deposits is expected to reduce NIM by around one basis 
point if current rates implied by the forward yield curve prevail.

That leaves funding costs which can go either way depending on competition and 
market conditions.  

As always, though, competitive dynamics and funding markets can influence these 
elements quite significantly in a short space of time.
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Moving to non interest income on slide 19.

We have been saying for a number of periods that non-interest income is a very 
challenging line to maintain.  This has been evident in this half with a five million 
dollar reduction.  

Banking fees face ongoing pressure as customers gravitate towards low- or no-fee 
products.  

There have been limited opportunities to generate trading income which has been 
reflected in other bank results as well. 

Insurance income continues to trend lower.  

To address these headwinds we have been investing in a digital financial markets 
platform which is scheduled for launch in 2019.  This will deliver a competitive 
offering for our business customers to transact in foreign currencies as well as 
hedging their interest rate and currency risk.  

We have also seen year on year growth in Virgin Money Australia’s white label 
product distribution business, particularly in the credit card portfolio.
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Turning to operating expenses on slide 20 and we have maintained a disciplined 
approach given the lower revenue growth environment.

The increase of three per cent was driven primarily by higher amortisation as we 
have continued investing in technology to support the business for the long term.  
We have increased annual capitalised investment spend from 29 million dollars in 
FY13 to around 70 million dollars in FY18.  This is still only six per cent of revenue, 
so not excessive by any means.

Core expense growth was one per cent year on year, which is a very strong result.  
We have benefitted from initiatives such as increased digitisation and improved 
vendor management which have helped to reduce costs.  

The rising cost of compliance, plus the investment required to support our faster 
growing businesses, means we continue to look for better ways to do things and 
make our processes more efficient.

The software intangible asset balance reduced by 26 million dollars over the year.  
16 million dollars of this reduction was largely due to a more conservative 
assessment of the remaining useful life of intangible assets.
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Given the one-off nature of these software changes, the expense has been 
excluded from cash earnings, which is an 11 million dollar after-tax impact.

There were two other specific items that have been excluded from cash earnings 
this year due to their one-off nature.

The legacy items category totalling five million dollars is primarily related to the 
costs associated with the settlement of the Petersen class action, which was 
concluded in the second half.

And the regulatory and compliance category totalling 9 million dollars relates 
primarily to external legal costs associated with the Royal Commission and other 
regulatory events considered to be extraordinary in nature.

We believe that given the one-off nature of these items, it is appropriate to exclude 
them from cash earnings.  This should enable more effective comparison of BOQ’s 
underlying performance across reporting periods.
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The asset quality trends you can see on slide 22 are all heading in the right 
direction.  This is a direct result of the disciplined approach we have taken to 
managing within our clearly defined risk appetite.

Impaired assets reduced 15 per cent, while loan impairment expense was the 
equivalent of nine basis points of gross loans over the year.

After two unusually low halves, loan impairment expense for BOQ Finance 
returned closer to historic levels and more in line with what we regard as ‘through 
the cycle’ loss experience.   We have seen continuing strong arrears performance 
and have no concerns about the quality of this portfolio.
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The story is similar for arrears performance across our other portfolios, which have 
remained steady at low levels.

Although some banks have reported an increase in housing arrears in recent 
periods, this is not something we have experienced.  We credit this to our 
disciplined approach to lending standards and continued diversification of our 
lending portfolio.

The slight increase in both 30 and 90 day commercial arrears is attributable to 
three facilities totalling 15 million dollars that are expected to return to the 
performing category in the next half.  If these facilities are excluded, arrears is in 
line with previous periods.
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Provisioning levels remain adequate across the portfolio.

Total provisions decreased by 26 million dollars during the year.  The majority of 
this reduction was due to the specific provisioning balance, which declined in line 
with the reduction in the impaired asset balance.

Our provisioning coverage is in line with our peers when looking at collective 
provisions and general reserve for credit losses, relative to risk-weighted assets.

The Bank’s new collective provisioning model has continued to be refined during 
the year and is reflective of the Group’s improved credit quality and model 
enhancements.  As previously flagged, the new model has been designed in 
accordance with the requirements of AASB 9, which was formally implemented on 
1 September 2018.   

As has been observed across the industry, the adoption of AASB9 in the FY19 
financial year has resulted in a one time transitional adjustment.  This has been 
recognised against BOQ’s opening retained profits as at 1 September 2018.  
There will be a 3 basis point impact on capital arising from this, but no impact on 
the FY19 cash or statutory profit results.
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Finishing with capital on slide 25, our CET1 ratio remains strong at 9.31 per cent.  

Underlying capital generation was two basis points.   The impact from risk-
weighted asset growth was higher than in the first half, partially due to a higher mix 
of commercial loan growth relative to housing loan growth.  This is how our two 
halves tend to play out.  

The dividend impact was also slightly higher as there was a lower level of DRP 
participation compared to prior periods.

There were a number of one-off impacts to CET1.  The regulatory and legacy 
costs we flagged resulted in a six basis point reduction in CET1, while the change 
in the weighted average life of housing loans consumed two basis points.  The 
non-recurring adjustment to software assets taken in the half had a neutral impact 
on CET1.  

There was a positive impact of six basis points due to the capital efficient 
securitisation transaction we completed in the half.

There was a CET1 deduction of eight basis points due to an increase in software 
spend as part of our BAU portfolio that occurred during FY18. This was more 
pronounced in the second half but we expect this will continue in FY19.

At this stage we are planning to utilise the equivalent of seven basis points of 
CET1 to support additional investment during the next 12 months, in order to 
accelerate our digital transformation.  

I’ll hand back to Jon to provide some more colour on the outlook and how this will 
support the execution of our strategy.
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Thanks Matt.

Looking at the broader picture, there are a number of long term trends that are 
shaping the sector. These will create a host of challenges, but also opportunities, 
especially for BOQ.

The economic landscape is changing. Slower housing credit growth, lower house 
prices and stagnant wage growth will have an impact on revenue across the 
industry.

Customer digital needs remain a key focus, and we recognise increased 
investment is required.

We remain in a highly competitive environment and as a result value chain 
disruption continues at pace.

In addition, banks face ongoing public scrutiny and the likelihood of further 
regulatory change.

We believe BOQ is well positioned because of its simpler business model and risk 
based approach.
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Our strategy to diversify lines of business is the right one. An example of this is the 
growth of Virgin Money Australia, BOQ Specialist, BOQ Finance and our niche 
commercial segments.

Progress has been made with improving our technology.

We have successfully implemented a number of projects utilising our API 
gateways, allowing us to partner with third parties to deliver better solutions. For 
example the new Virgin Money Australia credit card app and a digital financial 
markets platform which is scheduled for launch early next calendar year.

In 2019, work will continue on modernising our technology infrastructure, 
simplifying our core banking platform and shifting towards a hybrid cloud 
environment.

These initiatives will help us deliver improved digital banking platforms that meet 
the changing needs of our customers.

Importantly, we know digitally active customers are more engaged, more profitable 
and are increasing in numbers. We recognise that there is work to do so that we 
meet the needs and expectations of these customers.
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In 2019, we are accelerating a series of targeted investments to fast track our 
digital strategy.  

This will include upgrading our digital banking and customer engagement platforms 
and modernising our call centre systems. These initiatives will be leveraged across 
all of our brands.

The proven success of Virgin Money in Australia across multiple products gives us 
great confidence in this brand’s future. Our aspiration remains for it to become a 
full service digital bank.

We are looking closely at new technologies which will significantly enhance the 
customer experience and develop the potential for this strong brand.
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In summary, the environment remains one of change but we firmly believe that our 
strategy is the right one.

What is particularly pleasing is the acceleration of growth we have seen across our 
niche business segments and Virgin Money Australia. 

We continue to deliver results while managing the business for the long term.

Our asset quality metrics demonstrate our portfolio is resilient.

We are taking advantage of our strong capital position to invest for the future.

While the likelihood of further regulatory change is high, we remain committed to 
delivering positive customer outcomes. We will also continue to advocate for 
competitive neutrality.

Our future focus will be on enhancing the digital capability across the Group. 

Finally, we are confident that BOQ has a key role to play in servicing the needs of 
retail and commercial SME customers, now and in the future. 

Thank you. I’ll hand back to Tanny to moderate Q & A.
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